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Abstract. In this paper, we present a novel lexical knowledge graph called SRDF
and describe an extraction system that automatically generates a SRDF graph
from the Korean natural language sentence. In the semantic web, knowledge is
expressed in the RDF triple form but natural language sentences consist of
multiple relationships between the predicates and arguments. For this reason, we
design a SRDF graph structure that combines open information extraction method
with reification for the whole sentence knowledge extraction. In addition, to add
semantics to a SRDF graph, we establish a link between the lexical argument and
entity in ontological knowledge base using the Entity Linking system. The
proposed knowledge graph is adaptable for many existing semantic web appli‐
cations. We present the results of an experimental evaluation and demonstrate the
use of SRDF graph in developing a Korean SPARQL template generation module
in the OKBQA platform.

Keywords: Open Information Extraction · Semantic web · Lexical knowledge
graph · Natural language processing · Question answering

1 Introduction

The recent victory of IBMs Watson [1] and Exobrain [2] systems over human compet‐
itors in a quiz show has renewed interest in almost all fields of artificial intelligence,
such as natural language processing, question answering, knowledge representation,
extraction, and reasoning. In order to answer questions effectively, a knowledge base is
required to have the necessary clues needed to answer the question. To implement this,
numerous information extraction schemes that extract structured knowledge in the form
of RDF triple from unstructured text are being studied.

Information extraction approaches can be divided into three major categories. The
first one is ontological information extraction [3]. In this method, only knowledge that
matches a predefined ontology and schema can be learnt and extracted. Traditional
approaches rely heavily on human intervention in the form of manually designed rules
and training data about pre-specified relations. The distant supervision [4] technique
was proposed to overcome this problem. In this approach, training data is automatically
collected using knowledge and an associated sentence pair. Many of the proposed
schemes could expand target relations and reduce the cost of constructing manual
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training data using the distant supervision approach. However, distantly supervised
training data is noisy, and an additional effort to refine [5] this is necessary. Moreover,
it is impossible to extract all the knowledge from a human-written text and categorize
it into only one ontology.

To overcome the limitations of ontological information extraction approaches, Open
Information Extraction (Open IE) systems were proposed. It is possible to process
massive text corpora without having to expend much human effort using these systems.
Moreover, Open IE only takes the corpus as input, and can extract the knowledge
ontology independently. Reverb [6], OLLIE [7], ClausIE [8] are representative Open IE
systems. These are knowledge extraction systems based on the dependency parsing of
input sentence that outputs lexical-level knowledge in the ternary or N-ary form. Based
on this, an Open QA system was studied in [9]. In Open QA, an attempt was made to
improve performance by adding the question paraphrase module to overcome the limi‐
tation of lexical level knowledge representation. However, this is not easy because of
the absence of semantic relations. Although the existing Open IE system has the
advantage of wider extraction scope over traditional IE, it has a disadvantage that it
cannot extract the knowledge of the whole sentence.

Recently, the Abstraction Meaning Representation (AMR) [10] graph was proposed
to describe the semantics of whole sentences as rooted, labeled, directed, acyclic graphs
(DAGs). They are intended to abstract away from syntactic representations, in the sense
that sentences that are similar in meaning should be assigned the same AMR, even if
they are not identically worded. For example, the two sentences, “he described
her as a genius” and “his description of her: genius” resulted in
the same AMR graph. AMR defines the general semantics, quantities, date, and list
relations, and includes framesets of PropBank [11] so that the AMR graph can have
semantics. As in the above example, in order to arrive at the same AMR graph for input
statements that have different expressions but the same meaning, a human annotator
generates an AMR graph for English sentences. As a result, about 50,000 AMR graphs
were manually constructed over The Little Prince Corpus, Bio-related corpus, and other
documents such as newswire, discussion forum, and web logs. Using this AMR data,
AMR-LD [12] has been researched to generate RDF triples using an Entity Linking
system and mapping table between the AMR relation and ontology relation. Moreover,
efforts have been undertaken to design automatic AMR parsing systems [13]. Thus, the
demand for research on extracting knowledge of the whole sentence is useful for many
natural language processing applications such as machine translation. AMR has a disad‐
vantage in that it is dependent on framesets of PropBank. For example, “History
teacher” and “History professor” have different AMR graphs since the
frameset contains teacher but not professor, and AMR is biased towards English. This
illustrates the need for an integrated approach toward creating the AMR for other
languages or to make a graph similar to AMR for each language.

In this paper, we propose a new lexical level knowledge graph called SentenceRDF
(SRDF) and a SRDF extraction system that automatically generates SRDF graphs from
unstructured Korean texts. SRDF differs from other Open IE systems in terms of the
whole-sentence extraction and knowledge representation in reified triple form. In
semantic web, knowledge is commonly expressed in RDF triple form that consists of a
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subject, predicate, and object. However, multiple relationships exist between arguments
within a sentence in many cases. The goal of SRDF is to make a graph about a whole
sentence like AMR. In other words, we put all the predicates and arguments in a sentence
into one SRDF graph and make a large-scale lexical level knowledge graph that merges
these graphs. The SRDF graph is generated by a transition of the predicate-argument
structure on dependency parsing, and the structure of SRDF is simple. Therefore, a
system that automatically extracts SRDF graphs in various languages can be easily
designed. We describe the specification of SRDF in Sect. 2, an extraction system in
Sect. 3, experimental results in Sect. 4, and an example application using the SRDF
graph in Sect. 5.

2 SentenceRDF

2.1 Definition

SentenceRDF is a rooted, undirected, acyclic, and ontology independent lexical knowl‐
edge graph. SRDF is generated by a transition of the predicate-argument structure on
dependency parsing of a sentence into RDF triple form. One SRDF graph is generated
per input sentence. SRDF has the RDF form that consists of a subject, predicate, and
object to make it compatible with existing knowledge base and semantic web applica‐
tions such as the SPARQL [14] query language. A common feature of the SRDF graph
and syntactic tree is that they can be searched by concatenating all the words in the input
sentence into a single graph, and the difference is that the SRDF graph is represented
by a reified RDF triple form, a kind of knowledge representation. In other words, SRDF
graph is a bridge between sentence and RDF triple.

Figure 1 shows a SRDF graph generation scenario and Fig. 2 depicts an example
SRDF graph in reified triple form. To generate the SRDF graph, the noun phrases and
verbs are first extracted from the input sentences. In this example, there are two noun

Fig. 1. SRDF graph generation process
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phrases; “Oracle” and “Redwood Shores, California” and two verbs “is”
and “headquartered”. Next, a lexical knowledge graph is created from the perspec‐
tive of Open IE using these noun phrases and verbs. Then, the link between the lexical
argument and entity in ontological knowledge base is established to add semantics using
the Entity Linking system. SRDF graph is a combination of entity and lexical factors,
so it can express additional information in a single graph that the ontological knowledge
base cannot represent.

Fig. 2. Example of SRDF graph in reified triple form

2.2 Specification

Input and Output Format

Input Format
SRDF takes a natural language sentence as input if it (1) has a subject, and (2) there is
a verb for the subject. The subject and the predicate are mandatory among the key
elements of a sentence such as subject, predicate, object, and complement. The object,
adjective, and idiom are optional. While extracting ontological knowledge requires at
least two arguments, SRDF can extract a triple when the input has subject and predicate.
For example, the SRDF of a sentence “The sun rises.” would be <The sun,
rises, ANONYMOUS>.

Output Format
The output format of SRDF is the reified triple form, but it differs from the typical
reified RDF format. The existing RDF reified triple form represents the subject, pred‐
icate, and object of a statement by one triple, as shown in Fig. 3. However, this
method has disadvantages while describing redundant nodes (stmt). To overcome
this, a new method of reification called Singleton Property [15] is suggested. The
main idea of Singleton Property is that every relationship is universally unique, so the
predicate between two particular entities can be designated as a key for any triple.
We design the SRDF structure using this Singleton Property to represent the relation‐
ships between multiple arguments and predicates presented in a sentence, as shown
in Fig. 4. Figure 5 depicts some examples of input and their SRDF reified triples
output, and a SPARQL example for the third one.
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Fig. 3. RDF reified triple form

Fig. 4. SRDF reified triple form

Fig. 5. Examples of SRDF reified triples

Structure
The structure of SRDF is a graph represented in the reified triple form. For a single input
statement, a small graph is created that includes all the arguments and predicates. Many
such small graphs are combined to form a large graph. In this chapter, we describe the
structure of a SRDF graph in terms of a small graph. Each node in the SRDF graph
consists of a lexicalized argument, a lexicalized predicate, and a pre/post-position.
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Lexicalized Argument
In the SRDF structure, a lexicalized argument can be placed in the subject and the object
position. Lexicalized argument is a noun phrase presented in a sentence, and the term
“ANONYMOUS”. However, “ANONYMOUS” can only be placed in the object position
when there is no object corresponding to the property. Moreover, a lexicalized argument
is replaced by the entity of ontological knowledge base only when they are linkable.
Figure 6 shows examples of lexicalized arguments and linked entities in a SRDF graph.

Fig. 6. Examples of lexicalized argument and linked entity in SRDF

Fig. 7. Examples of lexicalized predicate in SRDF

Lexicalized Predicate In the SRDF structure, a lexicalized predicate generated by
attaching the verb and its reference can be placed in the subject and the predicate posi‐
tions. The reason for attaching reference is to reveal the source of this knowledge and
provide a way to identify each lexicalized predicate. The same verb can be used in
different meanings in different knowledge. There is a chance for confusion if a lexical‐
ized predicate is constructed using only the verb. Therefore, lexicalized predicate must
be associated with a reference to distinguish them.

Pre/Post-position
Pre or post-position in a sentence can sometimes serve as a key feature that determines
the meaning of the sentence. Especially, in agglutinative languages such as Korean, the
meaning of the sentence changes according to the postpositions. Besides, preposition is
also important to identify the types of argument such as location, time, etc. Thus, we
designate pre or post-positions as nodes in the SRDF graph. The position of pre or post-
position is predicate on reified triple. Figure 8 shows an example of pre or post-position
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in the SRDF. We assume that pre or post-position is useful while performing natural
language generation using the SRDF graph, or providing semantics to the SRDF graph.

Fig. 8. Examples of pre/post-position in SRDF

Reification
SRDF triple applies reification for knowledge representation while maintaining RDF
triple form and whole sentence extraction. As mentioned before, there are often multiple
relationships between predicates and arguments in a sentence, making it difficult to
represent all of these using the simple RDF triple form. In Fig. 7, the first input sentence
is “Steve Jobs shows great performance”. Here, there are only two argu‐
ments, “Steve Jobs”, and “great performance”, and only one predicate,
“shows”. Hence, the output SRDF triple is also simple <Steve Jobs, shows,
great performance> with no reification like the Open IE style. The second input
sentence is “Barack Obama was reelected defeating Mitt Romney”.
In this case, there are two arguments, “Barack Obama”, and “Mitt Romney”, and
two predicates, “was reelected”, and “defeating”. We cannot represent these
relationships using the simple RDF triple form. Therefore, as shown in O21 and O22, we
construct a SRDF graph in the form of a reified triple. The algorithm of reification is
described in Sect. 3.3.

Reference
Since the SRDF graph is generated using the text available on the web as input data, it
is desirable to reveal the reference of the source text. This is because lexicalized argu‐
ments and predicates may have different meanings even if they are in the same lexical
form. In the SRDF structure, the reference consists of the document id, sentence id, and
last modified date of document. In AMR, the same AMR graph is generated manually
for sentences that have different expressions but the same meaning using semantic

Fig. 9. Examples of reference in SRDF
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relations such as the framesets of PropBank. However, we assume that the SRDF graph
is generated by a computer automatically from web-scale text, and so we have no
semantic relations. Assigning semantics to a SRDF graph is postponed until the SRDF
graph is created, so we attach a reference to the lexicalized predicate (Fig. 9).

Abstraction
As mentioned before, we attach a reference to each lexicalized predicate to distinguish
lexicalized predicates that have the same surface form but different meaning. Thus, to
increase the usability of the SRDF graph, abstraction is necessary. For example, as shown
in Fig. 10, although two lexicalized predicates have different references associated with
“led” in the Korean War and “led” in the Second World War, they should be abstracted
to the upper expression to increase the usability of the SRDF graph. In this example,
“srdfp:led#31#15#20170325” and “srdfp:led#98#85#-20160514” are
abstracted to “srdfp:led”. By using the abstraction, the SPARQL query can be
answered by the SRDF graph itself as shown by the example in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Examples of abstraction in SRDF

3 Korean SRDF Extraction System Architecture

In this chapter, we describe the design and implementation of a system that automatically
generates the SRDF graph for Korean input sentences based on the SRDF structure
described so far. The SRDF extraction system simply receives input as a text and outputs
an extracted set of reified triples. The system operation procedure consists of four steps:
Preprocessor, Basic Skeleton Tree (BST) generator, SRDF generator, and Entity Linker.
The details are shown in Fig. 11. All the examples that follow have been translated to
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English to facilitate understanding, but the system architecture and algorithm are not
specific to the Korean language. The contents of Chaps. 3.1 to 3.3 have been previously
published [16] by the author. However, these are included here for completeness to help
understand further discussions in this paper.

Fig. 11. System architecture of Korean SRDF extraction module

3.1 Preprocessing

The Preprocessor consists of three sub-modules: Sentence segmentor, Chunker, and
Dependency parser. The Sentence segmentor divides a sentence into its component
sentences and attaches the subject to the divided sentences. The Chunker returns only
noun phrases and verb groups. Noun phrases can contain adnominal phrase and verb
groups could contain adverb phrase. Finally, the Dependency parser outputs a chunk-
based dependency structure as shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Example of chunk-based dependency structure

3.2 Basic Skeleton Tree Generator

The BST generator takes a chunk-based dependency structure as input and outputs a
BST. The chunk-based dependency structure strongly depends on the language charac‐
teristics. For example, the dependency structure of English, Korean, and Chinese are
different from one another. Therefore, we create an intermediate structure between the
chunk-based dependency structure and SRDF graph. The BST maintains almost the
same structure for any language and can be adapted to SRDF generation rules as well.
Figure 13 illustrates a Basic Skeleton Tree example. The BST has five layers: root-Verb
Group (VG), VG, Noun Phrase (NP), preposition, and recursion layer. The root-VG
layer is the top layer and has only one node that is the root verb group on dependency
structure. The NP layer contains all noun phrases including the subject of the sentence.
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The VG layer is placed between the root-VG and the NP layer. There could be numerous
VG layers depending on the depth of corresponding verb groups in chunk-based depend‐
ency structures. The preposition layer contains only preposition of its noun phrase and
is located over the NP layer. The recursion layer decomposes noun phrases that have
more details such as an adnominal phrase.

Fig. 13. Basic Skeleton Tree in SRDF with examples

Fig. 14. Examples of SRDF reified triple generation algorithm
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3.3 SRDF Triple Generator

SRDF generator takes a BST as the input and outputs a lexical knowledge graph in the
reified triple for musing the simple and concise algorithm shown in Algorithm 1. The
input to the algorithm consist of a graph G, a subject of sentence sbj, a root verb group
pred, and child nodes of root verb group objQueue and the output is returned in G.
Each obj in the objQueue is checked to verify if it is in NP layer or not. If the obj
is in the NP layer, a triple is created and inserted into the graph G (Line 4). If not, an
ANONYMOUS triple is created and inserted into G. Then, the sbj and pred are changed
for reification (Line 6 to 8). Finally, the generateSRDF function is called recursively
(Line 9). Figure 14 shows an example of our algorithm for the third BST in Fig. 13.

Algorithm 1 SRDF reified triple generation algorithm

1: procedure generateSRDF(G, sbj, pred, objQueue)
2: for obj in objQueue do
3: if obj is in NP layer then

4: G <- G {<sbj, pred, obj>} Overwrite 

ANONYMOUS object with the same sbj and pred
5: else

6:          G <- G {<sbj, pred, ANONYMOUS>}

7: sbj <- pred
8: pred <- obj
9: generateSRDF(G, sbj, pred, obj.child)
10: return G

3.4 Entity Linker

Entity Linker takes a SRDF graph and the entities in an input text as input. Entities are
recognized by using the Korean Entity Linking system (ELU) [17]. The output of ELU
consists of an array of entities, where each entity contains a word token, entity URI,
score, and position of sentence. The Entity Linker matches the lexicalized argument
nodes and linked entities, and replaces the lexicalized argument with an entity if they
are exactly matched. Figure 15 shows an example of Entity Linker. In this example, the
Entity Linking system outputs that “Bitcoins” is “DBR:Bitcoin,” but “a
reward,” and “a competition” are not entities. Thus, the node “Bitcoins” is
replaced with “DBR:Bitcoin” and the nodes “a reward” and “a competi-
tion” remain as lexicalized arguments.
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Fig. 15. Examples of entity linker

4 Experiments

The performance of the SRDF system was evaluated using randomly sampled sentences
from featured articles in the Korean Wikipedia. This evaluation was based only on the
extracted SRDF graph itself, except Entity Linker. The evaluation results were assessed
by two human evaluators based on the precision, recall, completeness, and the number
of extractions. As shown in Table 1, our system extracted 407 triples from 137 sentences.
The precision was 77% and the recall was 79%. Completeness indicates whether all the
information was extracted as reified triples from an input sentence or not. The overall
completeness was observed to be 93%. We found that the 7% of incomplete extractions
was caused by the Korean Analyzer1, specifically a problem related to correctly finding
the subject in a given sentence.

Table 1. Evaluation results

Precision Recall F1-score Completeness
0.77 (314/407) 0.79 (251/320) 0.78 0.93 (127/137)

On analyzing the errors of the SRDF extraction system, we found three error types:
dependency parsing, sentence segmentor, and chunking. The error count and ratio of
each are shown in Table 2. The dependency parsing error occurs in the Korean Analyzer,
and so we cannot handle it. The sentence segmentor error usually occurs in sentences
that contain quotes and narrative phrases. While creating a chunking module, it would

1 Specifically, we used ETRI Korean NLP tool.
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be good to use a CRF-based learning approach, but there was not enough training data
in Korean. Hence, we created a rule-based chunking module that has intermediate
performance. If we implement a preprocessing module with higher performance, the
overall performance will increase. The Korean SRDF extraction system was imple‐
mented on a server2 using REST API. The input format is application/json like
{“text”: “input_sentence”}.

Table 2. Error ratio

Dependency parsing Sentence segmentor Chunking
36 (39.6%) 35 (38.5%) 20 (22%)

5 Application of SRDF

5.1 SenTGM

Open Knowledge Base and Question Answering (OKBQA) [18] is a community that
focuses on advanced technology for developing a question answering system. The virtue
of OKBQA is open collaboration that harmonizes resources developed by different
groups scattered around the world. We design SenTGM for Template Generation, the
first step of OKBQA, using our SRDF system. SenTGM takes a Korean natural language
question and produces a pseudo SPARQL query defined in Templator [19]. It is a fully
functional system capable of processing the Korean natural language question in
OKBQA framework properly. The architecture and an example of SenTGM is shown
in Fig. 16.

Fig. 16. Architecture and example of SenTGM

2 http://wisekb.kaist.ac.kr:8832/el_srdf.
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SenTGM starts by converting the natural language question into a declarative
sentence. Then, the SRDF triple including the question target, such as who, whom,
where, and what, is generated in the SRDF core. Finally, in the Template Generator, the
SRARQL template is generated based on the SRDF graph created in the previous step.
The advantage of SenTGM is that the generated SPARQL includes all the clues given
in the question since SRDF is a whole sentence extraction method. This approach works
well with the Question Generation at the middle of the OKBQA pipeline, because the
Question Generation module generates SPARQL with various options using clues from
the Template Generation module. Measuring the performance of the Template Gener‐
ation module is a hard problem, so we can only say that SenTGM works well in the
OKBQA 43 official test suite of 10 questions reasonably. In the future, if a Question to
Declarative sentence module is expanded and improved the overall performance will
increase.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a new lexical knowledge graph called SRDF and the SRDF
graph extraction algorithm. Our approach is a novel method that combines aspects of
the Open IE approach with reification, singleton property, and method for whole
sentence knowledge extraction. Furthermore, the SRDF graph represents the extracted
knowledge in a reified triple form for it to be compatible with existing semantic web
applications such as the question answering system. We demonstrated that our SRDF
graph could be used in the OKBQA framework. In the future, we will analyze approaches
to add more semantic factors to the SRDF graph to resolve the ambiguity in terms of
predicate linking, and implement a question answering method over the SRDF graph.
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